
GYPSY ANTITHESIS CD

Antithesis is the third album by the American rock band Gypsy, their first on the RCA Victor label. Professional ratings.
Review scores. Source, Rating.

It is not progressive like the first 2 CDs and it is a big step down in overall compositional quality. Other Ideas.
But this would be the last album of new material released by the original core-group for the next two decades.
There were surprising adventures and great successes along the way; with many bumps in the road, including
some show-stoppers, and several heart-breaks, too. This record is notable in its remarkable un-remarkableness
if nothing else. Although rare for a group to release a double album in the early seventies, especially as their
first album, only Chicago had achieved that milestone before Gypsy! This Gypsy story is vividly told by many
of the past and present Gypsy members, while being interviewed about their often-shocking personal
experiences with the band. It's now available on DVD, for purchase online. It did result in air play on radio
stations across the country and in some areas a few songs broke into the bottom of the charts. Gypsy complied
and Antithesis was the result. Dennis and Daniel had both been members of "Deuce Deuce"September  See
French " n " Key, Green Reeds. But unfortunately the band seemed to have fallen into a trend at the time
toward southern boogie music, and much of the highly percussive Latin and strong vocal harmonies are gone
on their debut for the new label. Gypsy also toured in support of many of the well know bands of the day.
Really, there are too many to name them all! His music is best described as Moby meets the Chemical
Brothers and his sound is just truelly awesome!!. Just Joe has scored a top 10 debut in the worldwide indie
charts nestling in straight at no5 panartist top  Also here for sale on CD Baby. Gypsy's second album entitled
"In the Garden" was released in , also on Metromedia Records. Gone also was bassist Willie Weeks; the band
fielded their third bass player in as many albums with the competent but unremarkable Randy Cates, who at
least brought the added advantage of being able to supply backing vocals on a few tracks. To this day, this
album is a favorite among the group's fans! The original vinyl was on one of those 'flexable' albums that RCA
put out for a while. Again, the songs here had the classic "Gypsy sound", but no singles were released from
this album. After his last band Duece Duece broke up in Jan , while recording their debut CD " Live Like
Kings, Dennis was left with time on his hands, and as these songs needed to be developed,he decided to record
them himself, at home. He started his career singing in bands, in Worcester, in the UK. They later had rival
bands, and would jam together after gig's in Birmingham, England.


